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Summary 

Log-based water saturation equations, such as those of Archie (1942) and Simandoux (1963), are used 

to calculate the water saturation at a particular depth and for a particular formation. However, it is 

the saturation height function that allows us to calculate fluid saturations at any given point in a 

reservoir. Over the years many different methods for calculating a saturation height function have 

been developed. These broadly fall into three categories; 

• log-based methods (e.g. the Cuddy FOIL function, see Cuddy et al., 1993);  

• capillary pressure-based methods (e.g. the Leverett J function, see Leverett, 1941); and  

• a combined log and capillary pressure-based method (the Skelt-Harrison function, see Skelt & 

Harrison, 1995). 

What effect does choosing one method over another have? What are the differences between 

methodologies and are they important? And ultimately, is it possible to choose a ‘correct’ or ‘right’ 

method? 

In this article, three industry standard methods have been used to construct saturation height 

functions from the same dataset from Browse Basin, NW Australia. Comparing these results, we shall 

highlight and describe the differences between the methods and why these differences are important.  

Finally, we shall also discuss the effect that each method has on calculated water saturation and 

ultimately how saturation height functions can affect the calculated hydrocarbon volume. 
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1.1. Introduction 

In this article, three industry standard methods have been used to construct saturation 

height functions from the same dataset. The aim of this study is to highlight and describe the 

differences between the methods and why these differences are important for calculating fluid 

saturations within a reservoir.  

The dataset used comes from the Crux-1 well, the first well drilled on the Crux field located 

within the Browse Basin, NW Australia. Crux-1 encountered gas in the Nome A and Nome B 

sandstones, with repeat formation test (RFT) pressure data indicating that the two sands are in 

pressure equilibrium, despite the presence of the Nome B mudstone between them (Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1: RFT data from the Nome formation (Nome A and Nome B sandstones and the Nome B mudstone) 

within the Crux-1 well. FWL = free-water level. 

 

Porosity within the sands ranges from just below 1% to 27%, with an average log-derived 

porosity of 17.6%. Special core analysis (SCAL) was undertaken on 11 sample plugs collected from 

the base of the Nome A sandstone (see Figure 5). These samples yielded a porosity range of 15% to 

17.9%, with an average SCAL porosity of 16.5%. 
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1.2. Cuddy FOIL Function 

The Cuddy FOIL (Free OIL) function (Cuddy et al., 1993) replaces log-derived water saturation 

(Sw) with the bulk volume of water (BVW). The BVW is the product of Sw and porosity (𝜙) (Cuddy et 

al., 1993); BVW can be defined as the proportion of water within a given volume of the reservoir: 

 

𝐁𝐕𝐖 = 𝐒𝐰 ∗ 𝝓 

 

When BVW is plotted against height above the free-water level (HAFWL) (on log-log scale) 

(see Figure 2a), the resulting regression can be used to calculate how BVW varies with respect to 

HAFWL as given by (Cuddy et al., 1993): 

 

𝐁𝐕𝐖𝐦𝐨𝐝𝐞𝐥𝐥𝐞𝐝 = 𝐚 ∗ (𝐇𝐀𝐅𝐖𝐋𝐛) 

 

Where; 

a  = the regression intercept on the log y-axis  

HAFWL = height above the free-water level 

b  = the (log-log scale) regression gradient 

 

 The resulting modelled BVW can then be raised over porosity to calculate Sw. Plotting this 

‘derived’ Sw against HAFWL, reveals the Sw – HAFWL relationship (Figure 2b) (Cuddy et al., 1993): 

 

𝐒𝐰𝐂𝐔𝐃𝐃𝐘 =
𝐁𝐕𝐖𝐦𝐨𝐝𝐞𝐥𝐥𝐞𝐝

𝛟
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Figure 2: Saturation height function constructed for Crux-1 using the Cuddy FOIL function. (a) Cuddy FOIL 

regression analysis on log-log scale plotting logBVW vs. logHAFWL; the intercept and gradient of the resulting 

regression defines the constants a and b. (b) Modelled Sw derived using the Cuddy FOIL function plotted vs. 

HAFWL revealing the Sw – HAFWL relationship. 

 

1.3. Leverett J Function 

The Leverett J function (Leverett, 1941) is a dimensionless expression (J) of Sw related to 

capillary pressure. The function is expressed as (Leverett, 1941; Darling, 2005): 

 

𝐒𝐰𝐉 = 𝐚 ∗  𝐉𝐛 

 

Where; 

a  = the regression intercept on the log y-axis (see below) 

b  = the (log-log scale) regression gradient (see below) 

J  = 
𝐏𝐜 

𝛔 ∗ cos(𝛉)
∗ √

𝒌

𝛟
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Where; 

Ρc   = capillary pressure (psi, dyne/cm2) 

k   = permeability (mD, cm2) 

ϕ   = porosity (as a fraction) 

σ   = interfacial tension between the hydrocarbon and water (dyne/cm2) 

θ   = contact angle between the hydrocarbon phase and water (degrees) 

And, 

Pc  = (𝚸𝐰 − 𝐏𝐡) ∗ 𝐠 ∗ 𝐇𝐀𝐅𝐖𝐋 

Where; 

Pw  = formation water density (g/cm3)  

Ph  = hydrocarbon density (g/cm3) 

g   = acceleration due of gravity (m/s2) 

HAFWL  = height above free-water level 

 

 The original aim of the J function was to convert all capillary pressure data to a universal 

curve (Leverett, 1941), but due to natural pore property differences (related to porosity and 

permeability) from one formation to another, this proved unobtainable (Cuddy et al., 1993; Ahmed, 

2001). However, for individual formations with consistent pore properties the J function performs 

well (Ahmed, 2001; Harrison & Jing, 2001). As a result, multiple J functions are typically constructed 

relative to porosity (and occasionally permeability) groups, or bands, identified in the dataset 

(Leverett, 1941; Cuddy et al., 1993; Ahmed, 2001). 

 Calculated J values are plotted vs. Sw (on log-log scale) (Leverett, 1941; Darling, 2005) and a 

power-law regression can then be used to identify the constants a and b (see equation above) 

(Figure 3a) (Leverett, 1941; Darling, 2005). The modelled Sw (here SwJ) is then plotted vs. HAFWL to 

highlight the Sw – HAWFWL relationship (Figure 3b) (Leverett, 1941; Darling, 2005). 
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Figure 3: Saturation height functions for three porosity groups constructed from capillary pressure data for 

Crux-1 using the Leverett J function. (a) J value vs. Sw (log-log scale) plot of all capillary plug data plotted 

together using the average plug porosity value (16.5%); the intercept and gradient of the resulting regression 

defines the constants a and b. (b) Leverett SwJ curves for 10% (low-case), 16.5% (the average) and 25% (high-

case) porosity bands. 

 

1.4. Skelt-Harrison Function  

The Skelt-Harrison function (Skelt & Harrison, 1995) is essentially a curve-fitting exercise 

through capillary pressure data, which can then be refined using log-derived Sw data, to express the 

Sw – HAFWL relationship (Harrison & Jing, 2001). Skelt & Harrison (1995) suggest initially matching 

to capillary pressure-derived Sw data will give a more robust modelled Sw, as capillary pressure 

data is directly related to pore throat distribution (Skelt & Harrison, 1995). However, it is not 

essential to first fit through capillary pressure data (if these data have not been obtained or are of 

poor quality), as matching directly to log-derived Sw data is acceptable (Harrison & Jing, 2001). 
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 The Skelt-Harrison function is written as follows (Harrison & Jing, 2001): 

 

𝐒𝐰𝐒𝐊𝐄𝐋𝐓−𝐇𝐀𝐑𝐑𝐈𝐒𝐎𝐍 = 1 − 𝐀 ∗ e−(
𝐁

𝐇𝐀𝐅𝐖𝐋 +𝐃 
)

𝐂

 

 

Where A, B, C and D are constants, found by, and controlling the curve-fitting procedure 

(Skelt & Harrison, 1995; Harrison & Jing, 2001). These constants allow for the exponential regression 

to be shifted so as to better match, in this case, the log-derived Sw data (see Figure 1 in Skelt & 

Harrison, 1995) (Harrison & Jing, 2001). 

The resultant non-linear function (i.e. the modelled Sw), obtained through the curve-fitting 

procedure, defines the Sw – HAFWL relationship and can be plotted against the HAFWL (Figure 4) 

(Skelt & Harrison, 1995; Harrison & Jing, 2001). 

 

 

Figure 4: Saturation height function constructed for Crux-1 log-derived Archie water saturation data using the 

Skelt-Harrison function (Archie, 1942). The curve-figure exercise to log-derived Sw values defines the 

constants: A = 0.94; B = 1.2; C = 0.93; and D was set to +26 above the FWL. 
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1.5. Case Study: Introduction 

Utilising the methods described above, three different saturation height functions can be 

constructed from the Crux-1 data (see Figure 5 for comparison). They are individually very distinctly 

different methodologies but in essence produce the same end product; a saturation height function. 

The variations observed in the resulting saturation height functions are, however, down to the 

methodology alone as the inputs (i.e. water saturation and porosity) are effectively constant. 

In the remainder of this article we will highlight and describe the differences between the 

methods and why these differences are important. We shall also discuss the effect that each method 

has on calculated saturations and ultimately how saturation height functions can affect the 

calculated hydrocarbon volume. 

 

1.5.1. Case Study: Results 

The Cuddy FOIL function initially replaces Sw with BVW (BVW = Sw*𝜙), effectively removing 

the effects of formation quality/properties from the equation. Porosity is then introduced back into 

the equation to produce a modelled Sw curve. On this dataset the Cuddy FOIL function attempts to 

not only follow the trend of the log-derived Sw data, but also account for the natural variation of Sw 

observed within the transition zone (see Figure 5). 

The Leverett J function is based on core plug data collected from the lower part of the Nome 

A sandstone (approximately 200 metres above the free-water level). Leverett J fits well in the Nome 

A sandstone and the upper part of the Nome B sandstone. However, as we get closer to the free-

water level (FWL) the Leverett J function poorly matches the Archie Sw data (see Figure 5). 

The curve-fitting procedure employed by the Skelt-Harrison function allows the Sw to be 

closely matched (see Figure 5). However, the fit is purely subjective to the individual ‘fitter’ and lacks 

the ability to consider the variation observed within the data within the Nome B sandstone. Here, 

the Skelt-Harrison curve picks up the bulk of the Sw readings, but misses the higher Sw values seen 

throughout the formation. 
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Figure 5: Saturation height functions constructed for the Crux-1 well data plotted over Archie log-derived Sw 

(Archie, 1942). In red, the Cuddy FOIL function (labelled Cuddy). In orange the Leverett J function (Lev J) 

constructed using the average plug porosity of 16.5%. In green, the Skelt-Harrison function (Skelt). FWL = 

free-water level and OWC = oil-water contact. 

 

1.5.2. Case Study: Differences 

 All three methods reveal that within the Nome A sandstone water is at irreducible levels 

(Swirr). An observation that is backed-up by the fairly consistent log-derived Sw values seen within 

the Nome A sandstone (see Figure 5).  A general trend towards increased Sw values is then observed 

from the top of the Nome B sandstone down to the free-water level (FWL). 

The Skelt-Harrison method, being essentially a curve-fitting exercise, consequently closely 

matches the log-derived Sw values throughout the entire section. Both the Cuddy FOIL and Leverett 

J methods, however, produce a slight divergence within the Nome B sandstone. Leverett J under-
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represents Sw in the 45 metres above the FWL, while the Cuddy FOIL function predicts a greater 

water saturation at the top the Nome B sandstone.  

The under-representation of Sw by Leverett J in the lower part of the Nome B sandstone is 

probably the result of core plug data being extrapolated throughout the entire well section. Core 

plugs were only sampled from the lower part of the Nome A sandstone, where the formation is 

already at Swirr, and not from within the lower portion of the transition zone. Additionally, the 

Leverett J function assumes a constant porosity (here 16.5%) throughout the entire section which is 

not the case. 

The oil-water contact (OWC) predicted by each method also varies (see Figure 5). The 

shallowest OWC is given by Skelt-Harrison at a depth of 3830 m, while Cuddy FOIL places the OWC at 

approximately 8 m above the FWL (3857 m TVDss). Leverett J puts the OWC at the same depth as the 

FWL.  

Given these differences, the overall shape of the transition zone (i.e. the vertical distance 

between the OWC and the Swirr intersect, see Figure 5) produced by each method varies 

considerably. Importantly, this observed disparity will have fundamental consequences on the 

volumetric estimates of gas within these two sandstone formations, especially the Nome B 

sandstone. 

 

1.5.3. Case Study: Petrel* E&P Software Platform Models and Gas Initially in 

Place (GIIP) Estimates *Mark of Schlumberger 

The three calculated saturation height functions from this study have been taken forward 

into a reservoir model to predict the distribution of fluids within the fault block tested by Crux-1, 

thus allowing the calculation of the fault block’s hydrocarbon volume. Three separate 3D grid 

properties of water saturation have been realised using the Petrel platform (see Figure 6) and 

volumetric estimates of gas within the reservoir have been determined (Table 1). 
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Figure 6: Petrel platform visualisations of 3D water saturation grid properties constructed using the three 

saturation height functions: Cuddy FOIL (a); Leverett J (b); and Skelt-Harrison (c) from the Crux-1 well dataset. 

(d) Water saturation value distribution histogram for the three Petrel platform realisations. 

 

 

Table 1: GIIP estimates for each saturation height function method used. 

 

 GIIP estimates for the Nome A and Nome B sandstones (Table 1) reveal that the more 

conservative saturation function produced by the Cuddy FOIL method does indeed give a more 

conservative volume estimate. While the more optimistic Leverett J functions estimates more GIIP. 

The area (volume in the reservoir) of the transition zone produced by the Cuddy FOIL and Skelt-

Harrison methods are comparable and, therefore, give similar GIIP estimates. It should also be noted 

Formation
GIIP [*10^6 scf] 

Cuddy FOIL

GIIP [*10^6 scf] 

Leverett J

GIIP [*10^6 scf] 

Skelt-Harrison

Nome A Sst 475037 477306 481257

Nome Mst 0 0 0

Nome B Sst 130290 209188 119352

Total 605327 686494 600609
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that the observed similarities of the functions in the upper part for the section is paralleled in the 

GIIP estimates for the Nome A sandstone. 

 

1.5.4. Case Study: Conclusions 

In this study, only one well, with excellent data for saturation modelling, was used. In 

practise, when working multiple wells, with a time constraint and a budget, the time to indulge in 

constructing endless saturation models is just not available. That being said, this study has shown 

that, with time and budgets considered, it is valuable to explore a variety of approaches to 

modelling water saturation.  

Imagine, armed with the Leverett J function, you may have decided to perforate Crux-1 

straight down to the FWL, confident that your water cut would be negligible. Furthermore, consider 

if a multi-well field development plan was sanctioned based solely on the GIIP estimates defined by 

the Leverett J function? Only to find that the misrepresentation of the transition zone led to less in 

place gas than initially predicted, and importantly, a large portion of the reservoir not being at 

Swirr. On the other hand, with the Cuddy FOIL function on the table you may decide to be a little 

more pessimistic and perforate your well only down to the top of Nome B sandstone to save yourself 

from (possibly) a significant water cut and the problems (and costs) this can bring. 

Accurately determining the distribution of fluids within hydrocarbon producing reservoirs is 

of fundamental importance; without it, correctly calculating the hydrocarbon volume of a fault block 

or entire field is impossible. Many factors control the distribution of fluids within hydrocarbon 

reservoirs from fluid density, porosity, permeability, rock type and more; and as many different 

methods have also been developed to determine reservoir fluid saturations. The ability to rapidly 

and consistently assess the impact of applying multiple saturation height functions to a dataset 

would, therefore, be powerful. Such a tool could potentially provide a foundation on which more 

sound business decisions regarding the distribution of fluids within a reservoir could be made. 

Ava Saturation offers a quick, intuitive and auditable way of calculating multiple saturation 

height functions that can be directly mapped into Petrel platform reservoir models. For example, 

instead of just giving a best guess, users can rapidly run high-side and low-side scenarios to better 

constrain saturation uncertainties. Ultimately, Ava Saturation gives geoscientists the tools needed 

to focus on the decision making and geology, rather than spending time on endless, complex and 

time-consuming calculations. 

 

https://www.pds.group/ava-saturation
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1.7. Crux-1 well dataset provenance 

The Crux-1 well dataset, from the Crux field, Browse Basin, NW Australia is freely available 

through the Australian Government’s Geoscience Australia, National Offshore Petroleum Titles 

Administrator, National Offshore Petroleum Information Management System (NOPMINS) website. 

 

 

http://www.ga.gov.au/nopims

